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1. DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENEBAL
f

S PROPOSED 
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1957： Item 6 of the Agenda 
(Official Ееcords No. 66) (continued) 

Eastern Mediterranean (Official Becords No. 66， pp. 272-517) 

Dr SHOUSHA, Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, said that 

there vere no striking changes in the budget proposals for 1957/ since the 

programme was a continuation of the work already begun. However, as new 

requests for assistance continued to Ъе received from governments, the proposed 

budget for 1957 included a number of new projects which showed certain gradual 

trends. An analysis of the new projects showed that countries with well-

developed and old-established systems of health administration tended to be 

interested in new types of projects, vhereas the lesser-developed countries 

with comparatively new health services were asking for assistance in the old 

and well-tried pattern• 

The majority of countries increasingly understood the value of the aid 

which could Ъе given by the Organization in connexion with the fundamental 

envelopment of their health services, especially for the development of health 
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administrations and all systems of education for various types of health workers. 

That vas clearly shown in the increasing number of requests for additional 

assistance in the field of education. Nevertheless, some of the countries 

with less-developed health administrations, which vere faced with demands 

for health services to satisfy the urgent needs of their peoples^ were apt 

to request the Organization to establish and operate services on their behalf. 

Such requests might vary from the establishment of an urban health centre in 

a town； where only hospital facilities had so far been available, to requests 

that the Organization establish and operate training centres for various 

types of auxiliary health workers. Experience had shown that such projects 

not only gained the goodwill and confidence of governments and peoples, thereby 

strengthening the influence of the Organization in the future, but also 

stimulated the governments of those countries to employ additional foreign 

staff where national personnel were not available to continue and expand the 

services established by the Organization. 

Study of the budget for 1957 showed that control of communicable diseases 

Btill retained a high priority in the regional programme, and demonstration and 

field projects for that purpose would certainly be required for some considerable 

time to come. In fact the demand for that type of project might increase as more 

trained staff, able to benefit from the demonstrations provided, became available. 

Two interesting trends could be noted in the field of malaria. First of all it 
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was believed technically feasible to organize the eradication of malaria in the 

block of countries extending from the Mediterranean and confined by the Black and 

Caspian Seas and mountain ranges in the north^ and the desert, the Arabian Gulf 

and Indian Ocean in the south» The Coimnittee would note that^ amongst the inter-

country programmes, it was proposed to provide certain supporting services for 

countries concerned in the eradication of malaria, including a technical meeting 

for country everts, a special training course for malaria-control staff and 

additional technical staff to assist the regional adviser in carrying out his 

duties. On the other hand, malaria-control work more of a pilot nature was being 

carried out in the countries of the north-eastern section of the African continent» 

Another interesting trend in the Region was the increasing dovelopment of 

provincial and rural health servicesg the Organization had been roqiested by 

a number of countries to provide advice and assistance, and to set up demonstration 

units• Those demonstration units had a dual function• In the first place^ they 

aimed at assisting governments to оvolve a satisfactory pattern for a provincial 

health administration, and in the second placo they aimed at the establishment of 

one or more rural health units providing a total health service for an area_ 

As the development of health services proceeded further in the Region^ some 

countries requested increasing aid in connexion wi，h important health services whose 

expansion had been laggings Those included school health services^ nutritional 

services, social and occupational services, dental'health, geriatrics and health 

education of the public• 
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As had Ъееп predicted in the Annual Report for 195红，the emphasis in the Region 

was on education. Whereas in 195红/ 18 projects included training as a major item, 

there were 27 such projects planned for 1956 and a slight further increase for 1957• 

Finally, it could be predicted that the trend towards increasing the number of 

inter-country projects would continue and the use of seminars, study groups and 

ad hoc inter-country training courses was likely to show á steady increase. The 

Committee would also note in the section of the budget devoted to inter-country 

programmes that it was proposed to include a number of special consultants in 

various fields, in order to advise and assist countries in the development of their 

public health administrations. Additional proposals were also shown in the 

"green pages". 

Dr ANWAE asked if further information could Ъе given concerning the Fundamental 

Education Centre, Sirs-e1-Layyan^ to which reference was made in Official Records 

No. 66, pages 28l and 289. 

Dr SHOUSHA replied that the centre was a UNESCO project to train national 

administrators and other workers in the essentials of education calculated to 

advance the standard of living in rural areas. WHO provided a public health 

adviser and a health educator for the centre， but was not responsible for its 

administration. 

Dr ANWAE, referring to the Midwifery School夕 Teheran (Official Becords No. 66, 

page 277) asked whether personnel trained in that school were considered qualified 

midwives after a one-year course or only auxiliaries• 
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"Dr SHOUSHA pointed out that the Midwifery School, which for a number of years 

had given a throc-ycar course, had been closed in 1949, and WHO was requested to 

assitít in reopening it。 Though courses lasted only one year, nurses attending 

them had completed a three-year course in nursing and could therefore be regarded 

as qualified midwives on termination of their midwifery course
f
 There was a 

general shortage of midwives in the Eastern Mediterranean Region and a number of 

assistant midwives were trained to help at health centres, so that the old type of 

illiterate midwife would eventually disappear• 

Dr ANWAR said that his country was particularly interested in the training of 

auxiliary personnel and medical assistants
e
 However, 110 generally accepted 

definition of auxiliaries and assistants had yet been worked out, so that it was 

practically impossible to assess their exact degree of competence. Moreover, the 

work of auxiliaries should be controlled by fully qualified personnel, who were 

still extremely scarce• The question of definitions and control would therefore 

require further attention. 

Dr SHOUSHA agreed with Dr Anwar that the definition and exact qualifications of 

auxiliary personnel constituted an important problem "vdiich required a thorough 

examination» The' question had in fact been discussed at the last meeting of 

Sub-Committee A of the Regional Coimnittee^ and was to be further examined at the 

next meeting. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENEEAL pointed out that the third report of the Expert Committee 

1 

on Professional and Technical Education was on the Executive Board
f

s agenda, and 

showed that considerable thought had already been given to the question of 

definitions and qualifications of personnel. 

Dr AL-WAHBI, referring to area representatives (Official Becords No. 66， 

page 272), asked what countries bordering the Persian Gulf would be served by the 

second representativej and whether such countries as Ethiopia and Pakistan would 

be served through area representatives, or directly by the Regional Office. 

¿ír SHOUSHA said that area representatives were necessary to serve adequately 

the large number of countries at some distance from the Regional Office^ and to 

co-ordinate their activities. The representative for the countries bordering the 

Persian Gulf would co-ordinate the WHO activities over a very long area which 

included Bahrein, Kuwait, Oman, Muscat and Aden. The two posts of area 

representatives had not， however, yet been filled. 

Dr AL-WAHBI recalled that the so-called "green pages", containing additional 

projects requested by governments and not included in the Proposed Programme and 

Budget Estimateshad given rise to much discussion in 1955. He would therefore 

like to know whether the proposed programme for 1957 in th© Eastern Mediterranean 

Begion dealt adequately with the requests received. 

Dr SHOUSHA replied that the regular budget estimates for 1957， and the 

supplementary pages, covered all the requests received, and that the requests for which 

no provision had been made either suffered from certain technical defects or had not 

been considered quite ready for immediate implementation. 

1 T、be pubT ished in the Technical Report Series 
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Dr AL-WAHBI also wished to raise the question of the use of Arabic as a 

language in the Eegion. 

The CHAIRMAN considered that the question should first of all be raised before 

the Executive Board. The Committee vould of course examine it with great care, 

should the Executive Board refer that matter to it. 

Referring to the table in Official Records No. 66, page 308^ he said he vould 

welcome further information concerning the long-term fellowships for Libya, and wondered 

why provision for those fellowships had been made in 1955 and 1957 but not in 1956. 

Dr SHOUSHA. said that long-term fellowships were provided for countries, such 

as Libya, Saudi Arabia and Yemen, which had no facilities for training doctors. 

The money appropriated in any one year was sufficient to cover a seven-year course. 

Dr VARGAS-MEHDEZ, referring to the table in Official Beсor As No. 66, page 290， 

asked the reasons for the considerable decrease proposed in the expenditure on 

tuberculosis under Technical Assistance for 1957. He wondered whether the governments 

were to shoulder the burden, or whether activity in the field of tuberculosis was to 

decrease. 

Dr SHOUSHA. pointed out that the decrease was due to the fact that a number of 

projects were due to terminate in 1957. 

Dr ANWAE, referring to the visiting team of medical Bcientists in Iran 

(Official Records No. 66, page 277) asked why the members of the team appeared as 

"short-term consultants"• 
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Dr DOEOLLE, Deputy ； D i r e c t o r - G e n e ral, replied that members of visiting teams
 ;
 not 

being members of the WHO staff, were administratively classified as short-term 

consultants, but that the group was in fact a team of visiting scientists. 

Western Pacific (Official Becords No. 66, pp. 318-359) 

Dr FANG, Begional director for the Western Pacific, said that the 1957 programme 

and budget for the Western Pacific Region had been presented to the Begional Committee 

at its sixth session, held in Singapore in September 1955• A sub-committee, established 

for the purpose^ had made a thorough review of the programme and budget, and recommended 

it6 approval to the Begional Committee. Regarding the Regional Office
;
 there was no 

change in the staff pattern as compared with that of 1956, and the increase of $7521 

was to cover statutory increases and the uneven distribution of home leave. It was 

proposed to appoint an additional area representative in 1957; and it was anticipated 

that by 1958 the Region would Ъе adequately covered by area representatives. The 

total number of field projects vas 91. Of those, 27 were to be financed from the 

regular budget and 6扛 from Technical Assistance funds, Six of the 27 regular projects 

were new and would cost $7红 102, and the cost of 29 new Technical Assistance projects 

(mostly fellowships) vould be $291 552• 

Although there /wasgrowing interest in the eradication of malaria； the 

expenditure under that heading andiœder that of insect control remained approximately 

constant. There would, however, be a considëratla.Jncrea&e in^e^peziilture on 

tuberculosis control, since many countries vhich had undertaken BCG projects for 

some years were now turning to another phase of tuberculosis control. The 

proposed expenditure for 1957 on venereal diseases and treponëmatoses was nearly 

twice as large as for 1956， because continuing projects vere being expanded and 
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new projects had been requested
t
 The expenditure on public health administration 

vould bo increased by more than 50多 as compared with 1956 and would mostly be 

devoted to advisory services, although a fair percentage would be allocated to 

fellowships. Nursing and maternal and child health showed slight increases, but 

tended to be stabilized at the present levels
 #
 The relatively large increase in 

expenditure for mental health would almost entirely be devoted to fellowships, as 

it was believed that developments in this field must necessarily depend on trained 

local personnel» The expenditure on environmental sanitation would remain almost 

the same as for 1956, but considerable development had taken place in that field 

during the last two years. Finally, under the heading "Other Projocts" шв a 

number of projects for assistai со to teaching institutions and for strengthening 

national health services。 Important as those projects were, they would involve 

only a small increase in expenditure• 

Dr АШШ, referring to Official Records No
e
 66，page 323，asked whether the 

"assistant medical practitioners" trained at the Central Medical School in Fiji 

were fully qualified physicians or merely assistants• ‘ 、 

Dr FANG recalled thay the Central Medical School had been established some 

thirty years ago, with the help of the Rockefeller Foypdation, in order to supply 

the Fiji and surrounding Islands with trained medical personnel on a more permanent 

basis than they had previously enjoyed. The students admitted to that school in 

the early years had been of fourth or fifth form standard and could not bo given 

quite the same training as ordinary medical students
 0
 However^ tho standard had 

been gradually raised and tho graduates emerged as extreme访 useful medical personnel 
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for service in their native islands. Waen VJHO had first inspected the school in ” 

1951, it had been obvious that a number of inçrovements could be achieved, although 

it had not been considered practica bio to •raise ^he attodurd wo that ci e regular 

medical school• 

Dr ANWAR asked if the assistant medical practitioners were on a level 

comparable with that of assistant personnel in other countries » 

Dr FANG replied that they had reached a higher level than medical assistants 

In most countries since their training was very thorough。 Moreover refresher 

courses were being гш for the older assistant medical petitioners，and included, 

such public health subjects as environmental sanitation. 

Dr АЗ>ШНВ1 asked whether the assistant medical practitioners were аД<жв<1 
..... ； 

to practise as ordinary doctors or vrtiether the scope of their practice was limited, 

Dr FANG said they only practised on their own islands. In addition to their 

dispensary duties, their work now included treatment of yaws, vaccination, BOG 

Ir^ootlons and the collection of vital, statistics. 

The СНАДЖШ asked Dr Pang whether the programme for the eradication of malaria 

in China was progressing according to plan, 

Dr FANG said that malaria in Taiwan had been brought under control and the 

campaign for the eradication of malaria was now proceeding. His adviser on 

malaria would soon be going to Taiwan, and it vas also hoped to obtain the services 

of an entomologist to speed progrese. 
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Beglon Undesignated (Official Records No. 66, pp. 36O-363) 

Dr SUTTER; Assistant Director-General^ Department of Advisory Services, 

said that the activities shown under Region Undesignated were essentially a 

continuation of those begun in previous years. The expenditure proposed under 

the heading Public Health Administration (page 565) was the result of agreements 

with UNICEF and with UNEWA. It should also be noted (page 562)， that the services 

of a maiariologist were provided for UNEWA. 

The principal activity vould be malaria eradication, following the programme 

for 1956. It would be recalled that the last World Health Assembly had discussed 

the progress made in that field; it had therefore been decided that provision 

must be made for short-term consultants to advise governments on programmes for the 

eradication of malaria. It vas also proposed that special advisory teams should 

help governments in the transition from control to eradication of malaria. In 

paragraph 1(c), page 36Ô of Official Becords No. 66, it was proposed to make grants 
• . . • • • • • • • ‘ 

, • ； • - • . . . • ... •〜 and provide for contractual technical services for studies on resistance and for 
‘ • . ... •• . . • _• 

the use of antimalarial drugs in order to control malaria in places where it was 
• . . • . . •. - •» 

• . . • . • • • ' 

not yet possible to eradicate it. Even when malaria was practically eradicated 

from a country, there might remain certain inaccessible pockets which made such 
• . • • •• •、 "... • 

control essential. Experiments had been conducted, notably in Brazil, for the 
. - . . . . • • . • 

‘ » 

distribution of antimalarial drugs mixed with staple foods or condiments, but many 
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details remained to be worked out in that iield
e
 Moreover eradication programmes 

had to be carried out by trained personnel, so that it was essential to give 

assistance to malaria courses and to grant fellowships to professional malaria 

control workers for the study of methods of eradication in other countries. 

Finally, it was proposed to hold a t hird Asian jtfelaria ConTerence In 1957 in order 

to clarify the technical and administrative aspects of malaria eradication cam-

paigns in the Western Pacific and South-East Asia Regions. It was also hoped 

that the representatives of organizations interested in malaria eradication such 

as the International Co-operation Administration and the Colombo Plan Administration 

would take part in the work of the conference
r 

The CHAIRMAN said he would welcome further information concerning inter-

regional co-ordination and the advisory teams. 

Dr SUTTER said that it was necessary for research workers to help those 

engaged in malaria eradication, particularly for the stiady of resistance to 

insecticides• It had unfortunately been proved that resistance to Insecticides 

in some areas had developed quicker than had originally been expected» It was 

essential to solve the problem of resistance if eradication was to be successful* 

Though advisory teams came under regional directors for administrative purposes 

they were responsible to Headquarters on technical matters, because the eradication 

of malaria must be conducted as a world-wide campaign. 

The СВкШШ asked for further clarification on the question of fellowships. 
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Dr SUTTER replied that fellowships were a particularly suitable way of 

acquainting antimalaria personnel from one cotintry with the progress made in other 

countries. Public health authorities in certain countries still had doubts about 

the possibilities of eradicating malaria, because they felt their resources to be 

insufficient, and they might become convinced that eradication was possible if 

they had an opportunity of witnessing the progress achieved in other countries, 

/ 

Dr V Ü H j A S - M E N D E Z asked whether the activities of advisory teams were limited 

to the giving of advice or whether they also had co-ordinating functions. It was 

impossible to eradicate malaria unless there.was complete co-ordination among 

neighbouring countries。 There did not, howevor, appear to be any provision for a, 

co-ordinating group in the programmée 

Dr SUTTER agreed with Dr Vargas-Méndez that cc-ordination was essential and 

assured him that it was the task of the advisory teams. The essential function 

of advisory teams vras not only co-ordination between the countries in which they 

happened to be working, but co-ordination on a world-wide scale. It would be 
i 

noted that in sub-head 1(a) on page 360 of Official Records No
c
 66 the term 

"Inter-regional co-ordlaation" was used. 

t 

Dr VARGAS-MENDEZ, referring to Officiai Records No, 66, page 363, said he 

would welcome further information concerning the training course on public health 

laboratory techniques for virus and rickettsial diseases. 

Dr SUTTER pointed out that Ш0 was becoming increasingly interested in virus 

diseasesо It was therefore considered necessary to train an increasing number 

of people in the new virological laboratory techniques. 
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Dr AL-WAHBI remarked that the Asian Malaria Conference seemed ta have become 

a regular feature and asked whether other regions should not Ъе invited to take 

part in its work, 

Dr SUTTER recalled that a meeting had recently taken place in Yugoslavia 

between that country and its neighbours in order to study their malaria problems 

and co-ordinate their programmes. There would also be a joint malaria conference 

in 1956 for the European and Eastern Mediterranean Regions • jTinally, governments 

would be invited to send their own experts to inter-regional conferences. 

The DIEECTOE-GENEEAL said that the meeting held in December 1955 between 

Greece, Turkey and Yugoslavia, Albania, Bulgaria and Bomania to discuss the 

problem of malaria had been very successful and had given rise to a most valuable 

exchange of views among the highest ranking experts of those countries. Moreover, 

the Western Pacific Regional Committee had expressed in a resolution the desire 

that the Third Asian Malaria Conference should Ъе held in 1956 or 195Î. 

Professor PESOHEN observed that certain government» which had not actively 

taken part in the work of WHO in previous years might do so during the course of 

1956. If such was the case, it might Ъе expected that they should benefit under 

the WHO programme for 1956， and the Committer might therefore wish to diseuse a 

draft plan for submission to the Executive Board• 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that domanent EB17/57, dealing with that 

question, would be submitted to the Executive Board. It was stated in that 

document that the World Health Assembly might have to make a number of decisions 

on additional expenditure for 1956, should one or more of the Member States not 

actively participating in the work of WHO resume active participation in that year. 

Those decisions were likely to affect the Department of Central Technical Services 

and that of Advisory Services in relation to inter-country projects and fellowshipe• 

No specific figures were mentioned in the paper, since it vas not possible to make 

detailed plans until an inactive Member finally decided to participate in the work 

of the Organization, It was, however, hoped that matters would be clearer when 

the Ninth World Health Assembly met. Finally, it should not be forgotten that the 

cost of the Health Assembly itself would be greater if any of the Members at present 

inactive participated. 

Expert Committees and Conferences (Official Becords No. 66, pp. 62-65) 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to discuss proposals for expert committees 

and conferences, as shown on pages 62 and 63 of Official Records No. 66• He pointed 

out that "Training conference on insect resistance" on page 63 should read 

"Technical conference on insect resistance"• 

ч 

Dr GEAE, Assistant В i re ct or-Gene raX, Department of Central Technical Services, 

said the meetings proposed for 1957 were mainly those traditionally held, and 

total expenditure for those meetings would be lover in 1957 than in 1956. It vas, 

however^ proposed to hold three meetings which were either new or the result of 
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an expansion of activities, namely, those of the Sub-Committee on Cancer Statistics^ 

th§ Expert Committee on Production and Requirements of Yellow-Fever Vaccine^ and 

the Expert Committee on Food Additives. The two previous meetings of the Sub-

Committee on Cancer Statistics had been mostly concerned with definitions and 

classifications. It was considered necessary to hold a further meeting in 1957 in 

order to develop their work yet further. A number of problems would have to Ъе 

examined at the meeting on production and requirements of yellow-fever vaccineу 

and both the Division of Therapeutic Substances and that of Epidemiological and 

Health Statistical Services would participate in the work. As regards food 

additives, a preliminary conference held in 1955 had shown the growing importance 

of that subject for governments
;
 and WHO would attempt to consider its further 

responsibility in the matter in 1957• The report of the conference of 1955 would 

be available for examination by the Executive Board at its present session. 

Professor PESONEN asked whether it was proposed to hold a conference on food 

additives in 1956. 

Dr GEAE said that the Director-General had just received a letter from 

Professor Pesonen making the proposal to hold such a meeting, and a reply was now being 

prepared. It should be recalled that it was the representatives of Scandinavian 

countries who had stressed the importance of food additives at the World Health 

Assembly^ which had then adopted the resolution calling 011 WHO, in co-operation 

with FAO^ to undertake work on the subject. A joint WHO/FAO conference had thus 

been held in 1955. The report of the conference was now available and a great deal 
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of administrative and technical work would have to be carried out as a result of 

it, so that all available personnel wouldlbe -fully engaged on that question in 

1956. The Director-General therefore did not feel that it would be practical to 

convene a meeting of the expert committee during that year.• 

Professor PESONEN pointed out that PAO would hold a meeting on food additives 

in 1956, and asked whether WHO would take part in that meeting. 

Dr GEAR rqlied that WHO worked in complete 00-operation with PAO on food 

additives and would take part in any meeting held on that question • The Organization 

would, however, find it most suitable to hold its own meeting in 1957• 

Dr BERNARD, alternate to Dr Boidé, asked vüiether the Sub-Committee on Non-

Proprietary Names was in effeot a sub-committee of the Expert Committee on the 

International Pharmacopoeia, and how the work of the Expert Committee on Specifications 

for Phamnaoeutical Preparations was related to the work of the other two committees• 

Dr GEAR said that the Sub-Committee on Non-Proprietary Names was in effect a sub-

comittee of the Commit tee cn the International Pharmacopoeia
 4
 The justificatiors for 

convening those oormnittees in 1957 could be found in Official Records No« 66, p« 27» 
цел 

The developing work in many oountries in pharmaceutical fields had now reached 

the point where international guidance on specifications was desirable. 

Dr SUTTER^ Assistant Director-General, Department, of Advisory Services
# 

pointed out that it was preposed to convene in 1957, a number of committees 
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which had not met for several years^ since developments in those fields had 

been considerable• In particular, the Committee on Poliomyelitis would have to 

discuss vaccination• 

Dr ANWAR, referring to the proposed Expert Committee on Dental Health, asked 

if an advisory panel on that subject had yet been established, 

Dr» SUTTER replied that several governments had already been consulted with 

a view to setting up an advisory panel• 

Professor rESONEN considered the task of the Expert Committee en the 

Organization of Medical Care was too wide to produce satisfactory results* 

Dr SUTTER remarked that the purpose of the committee was to consider the 

organization of hospital care, ambulatory care in out-patient departments and 

clinics,and domiciliary medical services^ with special emphasis on co-ordinatión 

* i 

with preventive health services> in accordance with the recommendations of the 

Executive Boards 

Dr BOIDE said the problem under discussion was extremely wide and could be 

divided into two parts^ The first part concerned the co-ordination between 

hospital medical services and home medical services, whereas the second part 

concerned the relation between preventive and ^rorative medicine. He did not 

think it would be possible to make a comprehensive study of both questions at the 

same time» 
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Dr ANWAR thought the work of the expert committee should be concentrated on 

the role of hospitals in publio-health programmes, in acoordanoe with the recom-

mendations of the Executive Board made as a result of the Swedish request• 

The DIRECÎTOR-QENERAL said that the proposal had been recommended by the 

Executive Board in connexion with the subject of organizational studies. The terms 

of reference of the committee were wide, but it was preferable for them to be so 

at the first session of an expert' committee, because that would enable the oommittee* 

to select* the main points of interest in the broadest possible contexts Particular 

attention would, however
#
 be given to Professor Pesonen

r

s and Dr Boidé
1

 s remarks 

when the agenda for the committee was drafted
e 

/ 

Dr VARGAS-MENDEZ drew attention to page 45 of Official Records No, 66$ where 

were mentioned a proposed study group on dental health services for children and 

a meeting of an expert committee on dental health, which was planned to discuss 

the various problems related to the use of fluorine in the prevention of carles• 

He inquired whether the work of those two bodies would be co-ordinated. He also 

wondered whether, as the Expert Committee on Dental Health would be meeting for 

the first time, its subject was not unduly limitad. 

Лг SOTTER explained that the Study Group on Dental Health Services for 

Children and the Expert Committee on Dental Health were both part of a general 

plan* There was no doubt that the usé of fluorine was one of the most striking 

advances in preventive d e n t i s t r y A t the same time, it must be recognized that in 
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present conditions many countries in their dental health programmes should concentrate 

mainly on the relief of pain and infection. In relation with dentai services 

differences- in method existed from country to oountry that it was difficult to 

explain, and the object of the meeting of the study group was to eatablisbwthe 

reasons for those differences
#
 The expert committee, on the other hand, was to 

deal with one specific problem. The present practice in the preventive use of 

flmorine was to add it to water supplies; the expert oommittce would be mainly 

concerned with the possible use of another vehicle where no public water supplies 

existed. 

• . • . • • ••‘ 

/ 

Dr VARGAS-RENDEZ thought M s question had perhaps not been clear. He knew 

that there were large areas where the only dental health programme consisted of 

extraction
#
 and he realized the anxiety to stimulate programmes of prevention» 

He was also aware of the wide interest in the preventive use of fluorine• What 

he wanted to know was why the expert committee was to be concerned only with the 

question of the use of fluorine at a time when the Organization was just launching 

its dental health programme. Surely it would be more useful to consider the general 

direction to be given to that programme• 

Dr BERNARD agreed with the remarks of Dr Vargas-Méndez • The Direotor-Oeneral 

had Just said in another connexion that an expert committee meeting for the first 

time generally had a very broad agenda, but the opposite seemed to be true in the 

case of the first meeting of the Expert Committee on Dental Health• It would have 

seemed more natural to convene an expert committee to disnuss the whole problem of 

dental health and a study group to consider the particular problem of the use of fluorine. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that he had already had the advice of a 

consultative group in drawing up the general programme for dental health. Those 

present at the fifteenth session of the Exeoutive Board would, perhaps, remember 
. * 

the discussion on the question. 

The time had now come for consideration 

Present knowledge of the use of fluorine was 

and that was why he had thought it advisable 

question rather than a study group• 

of more limited aspects of the problem• 

such as to justify formal re commendations 

to convene an expert ooramittee on the 

Dr Vargas-Méndez had also asked .whether there would be co-ordination between 

the activities of the expert committee and the study group. The answer was that 

at any meeting of experts all relevant material from previous meetings was always 

made available• 

In reply to & question from Professor PESONEN, he added that the results of 

any relevant studies made by other organizations would also be available• ‘ 、 

/ 

Dr BOIDE said he had been struck by the fact that every year the same questions 

were asked about the relationship of expert committees to study groupe and every 

year the Director-General gave the same answer. He wondered véiether some statement 

could not be issued which would make a periodic repetition of the discussion 

unnecessary. 

The nCREOTOR-GENERAL said he hoped that all the information necessary would 

emerge from the document that he had had prepared for the seventeenth session of 

the Executive Board, and from the discussion of that document by the Board• 
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• 

Dr BOIDE wished to know the exact terms of reference of the proposed Expert 

Committee.on Poliomyelitis• In particular, he wished to know what co-ordination 

there would be between the work of the expert cormnittee and that of the study 

group which had met some months before
0 

Dr SUTTER sáid that the main terms of reference of the Expert Committee 

were indicated in the narrative on page 斗;5 of Official Records No. 66. The main 

topic would be vaccination! the preparation of vaccines, safety tests, and, in 

particular, the place of vaccination in public health programmes» There were 

differences of opinion on that last point, and public health administrations were 

anxious to obtain authoritative information• The news of the discovery of 

poliomyelitis vaccine had reached the general public at the same time as the 

medical profession and had aroused a general demand for vaccination. It was 

therefore important for public health administrations to have guidance on whether 

a programme of vaccination would be useful, or whether it would be a waste of 

money and staff better used for attacking other health problems• 

As Dr Boidé had indicated, a Study Group on Poliomyelitis Vaccination had 

met in November• It had reviewed the experience of countries where vaocine had 

been produced and tested. Its report had been distributed in mimeographed form 

to all governments, as it was felt that present information would soon be out of 

date. The report was also to be published in the Technical Report Series• 

The work of the study group and of the proposed expert committee must, of 

course, be considered as part of a general plan. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL ad^ed that a document on WHO、programme in poliomyelitis 

was being prepared and wcul^ be distributed shortly. 
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Dr BERNARD noted on page 45 of Official Records No. 66 provision for an Expert 

Committee on Public Health Administration to analyse the material collected in local 

health studies. He wondered whether Dr Sutter could explain in further detail What 

was the material referred to. • 

On page 49 he noted provision for a technical conference on insect resistance, 

and also for an. expert committee which was also to be concerned mainly with the 

problem of insect resistance to insecticides. He would be interested in a fuller • 

explanation of why it was necessary to convene both meetings in the same year. 

Presumably, the same experts would be present at both. Was it planned that the 

expert committee should meet after the conference in the same place to formulate 

recommendations regarding the work of WHO? 

Dr SOTTER asked to be permitted to provide later the details concerning dates 

and places involved in the local health studies, since he did not recall them off-hand. 

With regard to the question of the necessity for convening both the expert 

committee on insecticides and the technical conference on resistance, it would be 

noted that provision for work on the problem of insect resistance to insecticides 

occurred in many pai'ts of the budget. A survey carried out by the Organization 

indicated that not enough research was being conducted on the fundamental problem of 

the development of resistance, and that unless the problem was solved before 

resistance developed in all insects, the enormous benefits achieved in recent years 

by the use of residual insecticides would largely vanish. The Organization was, 

therefore, stimulating and co-ordinating a collaborative programme of research on 

insect resistance. The technical conference would be attended by the directors of 
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the major laboratories participating in the scheme. The expert committee,on the other 

hand, would be requested to malee recommendations on techniques and insecticides to be 
• • • • . ‘ 

used in insect control programmes. The expert committ-ee session would follow the 

technical conference. 

Dr BERNARD asked what was the exact purpose of the proposed meeting of the 

Expert Committee on Environmental Sanitation. 

Dr SUTTER drew attention to the narrative on page 斗9 of Official Records No. 66. 

Members of the Committee were probably aware that at each of its sessions the Expert 

Committee on Environmental Sanitation had dealt with one aspect of its subject. The 

purpose of the meeting proposed for 1957 was to formulate recommendations on 

atmospheric pollution that would enable countries at present beginning the process 

of .industrialization to avoid the mistakes made by countries already industrialized. 

Dr ANWAR noted that provision was made for an Expert Committee on the Professional 

and Technical Education of Medical and Auxiliary Personnel to discuss organizational 

and administrative questions of medical schools. He wondered whether the functions 

of that expert committee ought not to be divided between two bodies. In-his own 

country at least the responsible authority concerned with medical .education was not 

the same as the authority concerned with the training of auxiliary or paramedical 

personnel. 

The DEPOTÏ DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that Dr Anwar
1

 s problem was only one of 

terminology. The title of the expert committee implied that it was concerned with 

the .education of both medical and auxiliary personnel, but for any particular 
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meeting, members vere drawn from the panel which was large enough to furnish 

experts competent on whatever spécifié aspect vas being studied. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that there were no further observations on provisions 

for expert committees and conferences. 

Administrâtive Services (Official Records No, 66，pp.- 64-76) 

ptticee of the Directoy-General 

The CHAIRMAN noted that the differences in budgetary provision for Administrâtlve 

Services in 1957 as compared with 1956 were shown on pages 19 and 20 of Annex I to 

document EBI7/AF/WP/7. He noted that certain increases vere shown for personnel 

under "Offices of the Director-General" and Invited the representative of the 

Director-General to comment on them. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, 

said that the increases in personnel costs 

increments； it would be noted that no new 

Cepartment of Administration and Finance, 

were all the result of normal salary 

posts vere proposed• 

The CHAIRMAN asked vhat in that case was meant Ъу "statutory staff costs", in 

which he noted an increase of $10 928, 

Mr SIEGEL recalled the explanation that he had given at a previous meeting in 

another connexion: that "statutory staff costs" referred to such mandatory items 

under the Staff Bules as contributions to the Pension Fund, home leave travel, 

children's education grants
}
 etc. 
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The СНАГРЖИ asked for details of the increase of $6l 950 shcrvm under "other 

costs". 

Mr SIEGEL said that the increase was mainly for visual media in public 

information. Provision of |60 000 vas made for the production of a film on the 

occasion of the tenth year of the vork of WHO, in 1958. Preliminary work 01a the 

production would have to begin in 195。but the actual cost of the film would be 

a charge on the budget for 1957. 

The CHAIRMAN «aid he believed that a commercial firm had already put out an 

excellent film mainly concerned with the vork of WHO. Would that not be enough? 

The DIRECTOR-GEIÍEEAL said he did not know to -what film the Chairman was 

referring. An offer to produce a film had been made the previous year by a chemical 

corporation, but it had not been accepted Ъу the Executive Board. There were many-

private firms willing to produce films on the work of WHO, but not on conditions 

laid d o m by the Board. 

Dr ANWAE believed that the Director-General
?

 s explanation was correct • The 

necessity to make budgetary provision for the production of the film was the 

consequence of the Ezecutive Board
f

s refusal to accept the offer of a commercial 

film made to it, 

Mr CALDERWOOD， adviser to Dr Brady^ felt that, in view of the Chairman's state-

ment that a film mainly coacernod vith the work of WHO already existed, the Committee 

might wish for further information on the budgetary provision was really 

necessary. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that he now realized that the film to which he had referred 

would not be suitable for the purposes of WHO under the policy laid down by thç 

Executive Board, which did not permit even a single line mentioning the name of the 

firm. 

Dr AL-WAHBI recalled the discussion that had taken place at the fifteenth 

session of the Board and in its Committee on Gifts and Bequests. He recalled that 

the Board had not rejected unconditionally the offer of the chemical corporation, 

but had decided to accept it if the name of the firm did not appear in the film. 

He could not recall that any other such offer had been discussed. 

The tenth anniversary of the inception of WHO was an important occasion, and 

in view of the need to make the Organization's work better known throughout the 

world, and the effectiveness of films for that type of propaganda, he felt that the 

provision of $60,000 was not unduly high. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that Dr Al-Wahbi had correctly recalled the decision 

of the Executive Board: it had been decided that the offer would, be acceptable if 

the name of the firm did not appear. He had tried to obtain some funds on those 

conditions, but of course it was not easy. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the discussion would be continued at the next meeting. 

In particular, he thought that the Committee would wish to know in what languages the 

film was to be produced. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon. 
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t
 DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OP THE DIRECTOR GENERALE PROPOSED 

PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1957s Item 6 of the Agenda (Official 
Records No. 66) (continued) 

Bastern ilediterranean Itegion 

The ОШйШ遍 invited the Coriimittee to discuss the proposed prô rajnrne and 

budget estimates for the Eastern Mediterranean Region and invited Dr Shousha, 

Regional Director, Lastern Hediterransan liegion, to open the discussion• 

Dr SHCUSHA, Regional Director, Eastern Ilediterranean Region, remarked that 

there were no striking changes in the budget proposals for 1957， since the 

programo was a continuation of the work already begun
4
 However, as new requests 

for assistance continued to be received from governments, the proposed budget for 
• •• • . 

1957 included a number of new projects which showed certain .gradual trends• An 

analysis of the new projects showed that countries \j±th well-developed and old-

established systems of health adrainistration tended to be interested in nev; types 

of projects j "whereas the lesser-developed countries with comparatively new health 

services were asking for assistance in the old and well-tried pattern
P 

The majority of countrios increasingly understood the value of the aid 

which could be given by the Organization in connexion with the fundamental 

development of their health services； especially for the development of health 
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administrations and all systems ox education for various tjpes of heáth workers• 

That was clearly shorn in the increasing number of requests for additional 

assistance in the field of education* Nevertheless, some of the countries with 

lesser-developed health administrations, which were faced uith demands for health 

services to satisfy the urgent needs of their peoples, were apt to request the 

Organization to establish and operate services on their behalf• Such requests 

might vary from the establishment of an urban health centre in a town, where only-

hospital facilities had so far been available, to reqiests that the Organization 

establish and operate training centres for varying types of auxiliary heaLth 

workers» Erperience had shown that such projects not only gained the goodwill 

and confidence of governments and peoples, thereby strengthening the influence of 

the Organization in the future^ but also that they stimulated the governments of 

those countries to employ additional foreign staff where national personnel were 

not available to continue and expand the services established by the Organization. 

Study of the budget for 1957 showed that control of communicable diseases 

still retained a high priority in the regional programme, and demonstration and 

field projects for that purpose would certainly be required for some considerable 

tine to come» In fact the deraand for that type of project might increase as more 

trained staff, able to benefit from the demons orations provided became available^ 

Two interesting trends could be noted in the field of malaria. :;、irst of all it 
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was believed technically feasible to organize the eradication of malaria in the 

block of cowtries extending from the Mediterranean and confined by the Black and 

Caspian Seas and mountain ranges in the north, and the desert, the, Arabian Gulf 

and Indian Ocean in the south. The Committee would note that, amongst the inter-

country programmes, it was proposed to provide certain supporting services for 

countries concerned in the eradication of malaria, including a technical meeting 

for country everts, a special training course for malaria-control staff and 

additional technical staff to assist the regional adviser in carrying out his 
« 

duties. On the other hand, malaria-control work more of a pilot nature was being 

carried out in the countries of the north-eastern section of the African Continent. 

Another interesting trend in the Eegion was the increasing development of 

provincial and rural health services and the Organization had been reqiested by 

a number of countries to provide advice and assistance, and to set up demonstration 

units« Those demonstration units had a dual function• In the first place, they 

aimed at assisting governments to evolve a satisfactory pattern for a provincial 

health administration, and in the second place they aimed at the establishment of 

one or more rural health units providing a total health service for an area. 

As the development of health services proceeded further in the Region, some 

countries requested increasing aid in connexion with important health services whose 

expansion had been lagging. Those included school health services, nutritional 

services, social and occupational services, dental health, geriatrics and health 

education of the public. 
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As he had predicted in his Annual Report for 1954, the ençjhasis in the Region 

waô on education^ Whereas in 1954, 18 projects included training as a major item, 

there were 27 such projects planned for 1956 and a slight further increase for 1957. 

Finally, it could be predicted that the trend towards increasing the number of 

inter-country projects would continue and the use of seminars, study groups and 

ad hoc inter-country training courses was likely to show a steady increase• The 

Committee would also note in the section of the budget devoted to inter-country 

programmes that it was proposed to include a number of special consultants in 

various fields, in order to advise and assist countries in the development of their 

public health administrations» Additional proposals were also shown in the "green 

pages"» 

Dr ANWAR asked if further information could be given concerning the Fundamental 

Education Contre, Sirs-el-Layyan^ to which reference was made in Official Records 

No
e
 66, pages 281 and 289» 

Dr SHOUSHA replied that the contre was a UNESCO project to tra.n national 

administrators and other workers in the essentials of education calculated to 

advance the standard of living in rural areas. WHO provided a public health 

adviser and health educator for the centre, but was not responsible for its 

administration. • 

• - • . • 

Dr ANWAR, referring to the Midwifery School, Teheran (Official Records No. 66, 

page 277) asked whether personnel trained in that school were considered qualified 

midwives after a one^-year course or only auxiliaries* 
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Dr SHOUSHA pointed out that the Midwifery School, which for a number of years 

had given a three-year course, had been closed in 1949, and WHO was requested to 

assist in reopening it
#
 Though courses lasted only one year, nurses attending 

them had completed a three-year course in nursing and could therefore be regarded 

as qualified midwives on termination of their midwifery course
f
 • There was a 

general shortage of midwives in the Eastern Mediterranean Region and a number of 

assistant midwives were trained to help at health centres, so that the old type of 

illiterate midwife would eventually disappear• 

Dr ANWAR said that his country was particularly interested in the training of 

auxiliary personnel and medical assistants. However^ no generally accepted 

definition of auxiliaries and assistants had yet been worked out, so that it was 

practically incessible to assess their exact degree of competence• Moreover, the 

work of auxiliaries should be controlled by fully qualified personnel, who were 

still extremely scarce. The question of definitions and control would therefore 

require further attention• 

Dr SHOUSHA agreed with DR Anwar that the definition and exact qualifications of 

auxiliary personnel constituted an important problem vdiich required a thorough 

examination• The question had in fact been discussed at the last meeting of 

Sub-Committee A of the Regional Committee, and was to be further examined at the 

next meeting» 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that the third report of the Expert Committee 

on Professional and Technical Education (document ЕВ17Д5) was on the Executive 

Board's agenda, and showed that considerable thought had already been given to the 

question of definitions and qualifications of personnels 

Dr AL-WAHBI, referring to area representatives (Official Records No. 66, 

page 272) , asked what countries bordering the Persian Gulf would be ввгогш! by the 

second representative, and whether such countries as Ethiopia and Pakistan would 

be served through area representatives, or directly by the Regional Office• 

Dr SHOUSHA said that area representatives were necessary to serve adequately 

the large number of coimtries at some distance from the Regional Office, and to 

co-ordinate their activities. The representative for the countries bordering the 

Persian Gulf would co-ordinate the WHO activities over a very long area which 

included Bahrein, Kuwait, Oman, Muscat and Aden. The two posts of area 

representatives had not, however, yet been filled. 

Dr AL-WAHBI recalled that the so-called "groen pages
M

J
 containing additional 

projects requested by governments and not included in the Proposed Programme and 

Budget Estimates, had given rise to much discussion in 1955. He would therefore 

like to know whether the proposed prograirime for 1957 in the Eastern Mediterranean 

Region dealt adequately with the requests received. 

Dr SHOUSHA replied that the regular budget estimates for 1957, and the 

supplementary pages, covered all the requests received, and that the requests for 

which no provision had been made, either suffored from certain technical defects or 

had not been considered quite roady for immediate inçlementation« 
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Dr i\L-!'JMBI also wished to rr\ise the question of the use of Arabic as a 
• ». 

language in the ílegion. 

The GHAI肌® considered that the question should first of all be raised before 

the Executive Boards The Committee would of course examine it with great care, 

should the. Executive Board refer that matter to it• ！ 

Referring to the table in Official Records lío書 66,.page 308^ he would welcome 

further information concerning the long-term fellowships f or Libya, and wondered 

why provision for those fellowships had been made in 1955 and 1957 but not in 1956» 

Dr SHOUSHA said that long-term fellowships were provided for çountries
д
 such 

as Libya, Saudi Arabia and the Yemen, which had no facilities for training doctors. 

The money appropriated in any one year was sufficient to cover a seven-year course* 

Dr V^AS-^EKDEZ referring to the table in Official Records Ncu.66, page 290,. 

asked the reasons for the considerable decrease proposed in the e;penditure on 

tuberculosis under Technical Assistance for 1957% He wondered whether the governments 

were to shoulder the burden, or whether activity in the field of tuberculosis was to 

decrease• 

Dr SKOUSHA pointed out that the decrease iras due to the fact that a number 

of projects were due to terminate in 1957• 

Dr AKVJAR, referring to the visiting tosm of medical scientists, in Iran 

(Official Records Ko. 66^ p* 277) asked why the members of the team appeared as 
11

 short-term consultants
11

 « 

The DEPUTY Dir^CTOIc-SENERAL replied that members of visiting teams, not being 

members of the WHO staff, were admin i s t rat j. vely classified as short-term consultants 

but that the group was in fact a teaia of visiting scientists. 
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Western Pacific Region 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to discuss the programme for the Western 

Pacific Region and called on Dr Fang, the Regional Director. 

Dr FANG said that the 1957 programme and budget for the Western Pacific Region 

had been presented to the Regional Committee at its sixth session, held in Singapore 

in September 1955.# A sub-committee^ established for the purpose, had made a 

thorough review of the programme and budget， and recommended its approval to the 

Regional Committee. Regarding the regional office, there was no change in the 

staff pattern as compared with that of 1956， and the increase of $7,521 was to 

cover statutory increases and the uneven distribution of home leave. It was 

proposed to appoint an additional area representative in 1957, and it was antici-

pated that by 1958 the region would be adequately covered by area representatives. 

The total number of field projects was 91. Of those, 27 were to be financed from the 

regular budget and 64 from Technical Assistance funds. Six of the 27 regular 

projects were new and would cost $74,102，and the cost of 29 new Technical 

Assistance projects (mostly fellowships) would be ^291,352» 

Although there was a growing interest in the eradication of malaria^ the 

expenditure under that heading and under that of insect control remained approxi-

mately constant„ There would, however, be a considerable increase in expenditure 

on tuberculosis control, since many countries wbich had undertaken BCG projects 

for some years were now turning to another phase of tuberculosis control
#
 The 

proposed expenditure for 1957 on venereal diseases and treponematoses was nearly 

twice as large as for 1956， because continuing projects were being expanded and 
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new projects had been requested. The expenditure.on public health administration 

would be increased by more than 50% as compared with 1956 and would mostly be 

devoted to advisory services, although a fair percentage would be allocated to 
• ! 

fellowships. Nursing and maternal and child health showed slight increases, but 

tended to be stabilized at the present levels. The relatively large increase in 

ejçenditure for mental health would almost entirely be devoted to fellowships, as 

it was believed that developments in this field must necessarily depend on trained 

local personnel. The expenditure on environmental sanitation would ranain almost 

the same as for 1956, but considerable development had taken place in that field 

during the last two years. Finally, under the heading "Other Projects
11

 «as a 

number of projects for assistaiсо to teaching institutions and for strengthening 

national health services. Important a日 those projects were, they would involve 

only a small increase in expenditure. 

Dr Ш/Ш, referring to Official Records No. 66, page 323, asked whether the 

"assistant medical practitioners" trained at the Central Medical School in Fiji 

were fully qualified physicians or merely assistants. 

Dr FANG recalled that the Central Medical School had been established some 

thirty years ago, with the help of the Rockefeller Foundation, in order to supply 

the Fiji and surrounding Islands with trained medical personnel on a more peiwanent 

basis than they had previously enjoyed. The students admitted to that school in 

the early years had been of fourth or fifth form standard anà could not bo given 

quite the same training as ordinary medical students. However, the standard had 

been gradually raised and tho graduates emorged as extremely useful medical personnel 
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for service in their native islands. Тл/hen WHO had first inspected the school in 

1951，it had been obvious that a number of improvements could be achieved, although 

it had not been considered practica bla to jmiso the stkândarù ta ttrrfc a? a ragular 

medical school
# 

Dr ANWAR asked If the assistant medical practitioners were on a level 

comparable with that of assistant personnel in other countries• 

Dr FANG replied that they had reached a higher level than medical assistants 

in most countries since their training was very thorough
e
 Moreover refresher 

courses werQ being run for the older assistant medical practitioners, and included 

such public health subjects as environmental sanitation. 

Dr АЬ-ШНВ1 asked whether the assistant medical practitioners were allowed 

to practise as ordinary doctors or whether the scope of their practice was limited
e 

Dr FANG said they only practised on their ош islands. In addition to their 

dispensary duties, their work now included treatment of yaws, vaccination, BCG 

In^cctloœ the ^olloction of VitoX. statistics. 

The СШ1ШШ asked Dr Fang whether the programme for the eradication of malaria 

in China was progressing' according to plan
ç 

Dr FANG said that malaria in Taiwan had been brought under control and the 

campaign for the eradication of malaria was now proceeding. His adviser on 

malaria would soon be going to Taiwan, and it was also hoped to obtain the services 

of an entomologist to speed progress• 
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Region Undesignated 

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr Sutter, Assistant Director-General, Department of 

Advisory Services, to introduce the estimates for "Region Undesignated" (Official 

Records No* 66, page ЗбО)• 

Dr SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, said 

that the activities shown under Region Undesignated were essentially a continuation 

of those begun in previous years. The expenditure proposed under the heading 

Public-Health Administration (page 363) was the result of agreements with UNICEF 

and with UNRWA. It should also be noted (page 362), that the services of a 

malariologist were provided for UWRWA. 

The principal activity would be malaria eradication, following the programme 

for I956. It would be recalled that the last World Health Assembly had discussed 

the progress made in that field； it had therefore been decided that provision must 

be made for short-texra consultants to advise governments on programmes for the 

eradication of malaria. It was also proposed that special advisory teams should 

help governments in the transition from control to eradication of malaria. In 

paragraph 1(c), page 360 of Official Records No, 66 it was proposed to make grants 
» 

and provide for contractual technical servicos for studies on resistance and for 

the use of antimalarial drugs in order to control malaria in places where it was 

net yot pûû'siblô to radicate it. Even when malaria was practically eradicated 

from a country, there might remain certain inaccessible pockets which made such 

control essential. Experiments had been conducted, notably in Brass il, for the 

distribution of antimalarial drugs mixed with staple foods or condiments, but many 
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details remained to be worked out in that field
0
 Moreover eradication programmes 

had to be carried out by trained personnel, so that it was essential to give 

assistance to malaria courses and to grant fellowships to professional malaria 

control workers for the study of methods of eradication in other countries• 

Finally^ it was proposed to hold a Third Asian îfelaria ConTerence in 1957 in order 

to clarify the technical and administrative aspects of malaria eradication cam-

paigns in the Western Pacific and South—East Asia regions
e
 It was also hoped 

that the representatives of organizations interested in malaria eradication such 

as the International Co-operation Administration and the Colombo Plan Administration 

would take part in the work of the conference
p 

The CHAIRMAN said he would welcome further information concerning inter-

regional co-ordination and the advisory teams
0 

‘ * 

Dr SUTTER said that it was necessary for research workers to help those 

engaged in malaria eradication, particularly for the study of resistance to 

insecticides
#
 It had unfortunately been proved that resistance to insecticides 

in somQ áreas had developed quicker than had originally been expected
e
 It was 

essential to solve the problem of resistance if eradication was to be successful。 

Though advisory teams came under regional directors for administrative purposes 

they were responsible to Headquarters on technical matters, because the eradication 

of malaria must be conducted as a world-wide campaign
0 

The CHAIRMAN asked for further clarification on tha question of fellowships
9 
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Dr SUTTER replied that fellowships were a particularly suitable way of 

acquainting antimalaria personnel from one coiKitry with the progress made in other 

countries。 Public health authorities in certain countries still had doubts about 

the possibilities of eradicating malaria^ because they felt their resources to be 

insufficient^ and they might become convinced that eradication was possible, if 

they had an opportunity of witnessing the progress achieved in other countries» 

Dr VARGAS-MENDES asked whether the activities of advisory teams were limited 

to the giving of advice or whether they also had co-ordinating functions
 0
 It was 

impossible to eradicate malaria unless there was complete co-ordination among 

neighbouring countries
0
 There did net， however, appear to be any provision for a 

co-ordinating group in the programme。 

Dr SUTTER agreed with Dr Vargas«Mend.92 that cc-ordination was essential and 

assured him that it was the task of the advisory teams
0
 The essential function 

of advisory teams was not only co-ordination between the countries in which they 

happened to be working, but co-ordination on a world-wide scale。 It would be 

noted that in sub-head 1(a) on page 369 of Official Records Ыо
0
 66 the term 

“Inter-regional Co-ordination" was used
0 

Dr VARGAS-MENDSZ referring to Official Records No
0
 66. page 363) said he 

would welcome further information concerning the training course on public health 

laboratory techniques for virus and rickettsial diseases
0 

Dr SUTTER pointed out that "WHO was becoming increasingly interested in virus 

diseasesо It was therefore considered necessary to train an increasing number 

of people in the new viroiogical laboratory techniques
0 
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Dr i\L-WAHBI remarked that the Asian Alaria Conference seemed to have become 

a regular feature and asked whether other regions should not -be invited to take 

part in its workс 

Dr SUTTER recalled that a meeting had recently taken place in Yugoslavia between 

that country and its neighbours in order to study their malaria problems and 

co-ordinate their programmes
 0
 There would also be a joint malaria conference in 

I956 for the European and Eastern Mediterranean regions
 0
 Finally^ governments 

would be invited to send their own experts tc inter—regional conferences
e 

The DIRECTOR-GEMERAL said that the meeting held in December 1955 between 

Greece, Turkey and Yugoslavia, Albania^ Bulgaria ¿.nd Romania to discuss the problem 

of malaria had been very successful and had given rise to a most valuable exchange 

of views among the highest ranking experts of those countries。 Moreover, the 

Western Pacific Regional Committee had expressed the desire that the Third Asian 

Malaria Conference should be held in 1956"or 1957。 That request had been embodied 

in a resolution adopted by that Regional Committee
e 

Professor PESONEN observed that certain governments, which had not actively 

taken part in the work of Ш0 in previous years^ might do so during the course of 

1956
e
 If such was the case, it miyit be expected that they should benefit undor 

the WHO prograinme for 1956, and the Committee might therefore wish tc discuss a 

draft plan for submission to the Executive Board
0 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that document EB17/37, dealing with that 
t 

question, would be submitted to the Executive Boards It was stated in that 

document that the World Health Assembly might have to make a nimiber of decisions 

on additional expenditure for 1956, should one or more of the Member States not 

actively participating in the work cf WHO resume' active participation in that 

year. Those decisions were likely to affect the Department cf Central Technical 

Services and that of Advisory Services in relation to inter—country projects and 

fellowships
 e
 No specific figures were mentioned in the paper, since it was not 

possible to make detailed plans until an inactive Member finally decided to 

participate in the work of the Organization。 "Et was, however, hoped that matters 

would be clearer when the Ninth World Health Assembly met
e
 Finally, it should 

not be forgotten that the cost of the Health Assembly itself would be greater if 

any of the Members at present inactive partieipated^ 

Expert Committees and Conferences 

The CHAIRMAU invited the Committee to discuss proposals for export corrmiittees 

and conferences^ as shown on pages 62 and 63 of Official Record3 No
0
 66

 c
 He 

pointed out that "Training conference on insect resistance" on page 63 should read 

ft

Technical conference on insect resistance"
 a
 • 

Dr GEAR, Assistant Director-General^ Department cf Central Technical Services, 

said the meetings proposed for 1957 were mainly these traditionally held, and 

total expenditure for those meetings would be lower in 1957 than in 1956。 It was， 

however, proposed to hold three meetings which were either new or the result of 
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an expansion of activities，namely, that of the Sub-»Gominittee on Cancer Statistics^ 

of the Expert Committee on Production and Requirements of Yellow-Fever Vaccine^ 

and of the Expert Committee on Food Additives, The two previous meetings of the 

Sub-Committee on Cancer Statistics had been mostly concerned with definitions and 

classifications
 #
 It was considered necessary to hold a further meeting in 1957 in 

order to develop their work yet further
e
 A number of problems wculd have to be 

examined at the meeting on Production and Requirements of Yellcw-Fever Vaccine^ 

and both the Division of Therapeutic Substances and that of Epidemiological and 

Health Statistical Services would participate in that work
e
 As regards food 

additives^ a preliminary conference held in 1955 had shown the growing importance 

of that subject for governments^ and WED would attempt to consider its further 

responsibility in this matter in 1957
0
 The report cf tho conference of 1955 

would be available for exainlnation by the Executive Board at its present session. 

Professor PESONEN asked whether it was proposed to hold a conference on food 

additives in 1956• 

Dr GEAR said that the Director-General had just received a letter from Professor 

Pesonen making the proposal to holà suoh a meeting, and a reply was now being 

prepared- It should be recalled that it was the representatives of Scandinavian 

countries who had stressed the importance of food additives at the World Health 

Assembly, which had then adopted the resolution calling on WHO, in co-operation 

with РАО, to undertake work on the subject. A joint WHO/PAO conference had thus 

been held in 1955» Tbe report of the conference was now available and a great deal 
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of administrative and technical work would have to be carried out as a result of 

it, so that all available personnel wouldIbe fully engaged on that question in 

I956• The Director-General therefore did not feel that it would be practical to 

Qonvene a meeting of the expert committee during that year» 

Professor PESONEN pointed out that PAO would hold a meeting on food additives 

in 1956, and asked whether WHO would take part in that meetings 

Dr GEAR relied that WHO worked in complete co-operation with PAO on food 

additives and would take part in any meeting held on that question• The Organization 

would, however, find it most suitable to hold its own meeting in 1957• 

Dr BERNARD, alternate to Dr Boidé, asked whether the Sub-CJoramittee on Non-

Proprietai^r Names was in effect a sub-committee of the Expert Committee on the 

International Pharmacopoeia^ and how the work of the Expert Committee on Specifications 

for Pharmaceutical Preparations was related to the work of the other two committees. 

Dr GEAR said that the Sub-Committee on Non-Proprietary Names was in effect a 

sub-oommittee of that on the International Pharmacopoeia. The Justifications for 

convening those oommittees in 1957 could be found in Official Records No, 66, p^ 27. 

The developing work in many countries in pharmaceutical fields had now reached 

the point where international guidance on specifications was desirable. 

Dr SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, 

pointed out that it was proposed to convene, in 1957, a number of oommittees 
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which had not met for several years, since developments in those fields had 

been considerable• In particular, the Committee on Poliomyelitis would have to 

discuss vaccination* 

Dr ANWAR, referring to the proposed Expert Committee on Dental Health, asked 

if an advisory panel on that subject had yet been established» 

Dr SUTTER replied that several governments had already been consulted with 

a view to setting up an advisory panels 

Professor PESONEN considered the t^sk of the Expert Committee on the 

Organization of Medical Care was too wide to produce satisfactory results4 

Dr SUTTER remarked that the purpose of the committee was to consider the 

organization of hospital care, ambulatory care in out-patient departments and 

clinics and domiciliary medical servioes with special emphasis on со-ordinatiôn 

with preventive health services, in accordance with the recommendations of the 

Executive Boards 

Dr BOITE said the problem under discussion was extremely wide and could be 

divided into two parts* The first part concerned the co-ordination between 

hospital medical services and home medical services, whereas the second part 

concerned the relation between preventive and curative medicine
t
 He did not 

think it would be possible to make a comprehensive study of both questions at the 

same time• 
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Dr ANWAR thought the work of the expert committee should be concentrated on 

the role of hospitals in public-health programmes In aooordanoe with the геоош-

mendations of the Executive Board made as a result of the Swedish request. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the proposal had been recommended by the 

Executive Board in connexion with the subject of organizational studies• The terms 

of referenoe of the committee were wide, but it was preferable for them to be so 

at the first session of an expert committee, because that would enable the committee 

to select the main points of interest in the broadest possible context. Particular 

attention would, however, be given to Professor Pesonen's and Dr Boidé
1

s remarks 

when the agenda for the committee.was drafted. 

Dr VARGAS-MENDEZ drew attention to page 45 of Official Records No, 66, where 
• “ • 

were mentioned a proposed study group on dental health services for children and 

a meeting of an expert committee on dental health, which was planned to discuss 

the various problems related to the use of fluorine in the prevention of caries• 

He inquired whether the work of those two bodies would be co-ordinated. He also 
. ... . •‘ 

wondered whether
#
 as the expert committee on dental health would be meeting for 

the first time, its subject was not unduly limited, 

Dr SOTTER explained that the Study Group on Dental Health Services for 

Olaildren and the Expert Committee on Dental Health were both part of a general 

plan4 There was no doubt that the use of fluorine was one of the most striking 

advances in preventive dentistryù At the same time, it must be recognized that in 
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present conditions many countries in their dental health progranunes should concentrate 

mainly on the relief of pain and infection. In relation with dental services 

differences in method existed from country to oovmtry that it was diffioult to 

explain, and the object of the meeting of the study group was to establish^the 

reasons for those differences• The expert committee^ on the other hand, was to 

deal with on© specific problem. The present practice in the preventive use of 

fluorine was to add it to water supplies; the expert committee would be mainly 

concerned with the possible use of another vehicle where no public water supplies, 

existed. 

Dr VARGAS-MENDEZ thoughtüs question had perhaps not been clear. He knew 

that there were large areas where the only dental health programme consisted of 

extraction, and he realized the anxiety to stimulate programmes of prevention• 

He was also aware of the wide interest in the preventive use of fluorine» What 

he wanted to know was why the expert committee was to be concerned only with the 

question of the use of fluorine at a time when the Organization was just launching 

its dental health programme. Surely it would be more useful to consider the general 

direction to be given to that programme• 

Dr BERNARD agreed with the remarks of Dr Vargas-Méndez
 f
 The Director-General 

had Just said in another connexion that an expert committee meeting for the first 

time generally had a very broad agenda, but the opposite seemed to be true in the 

case of the first meeting of the Expert Committee on Dental Health. It would have 

seemed more natural to convene an expert committee to discuss the whole problem of 

dental health and a study group to consider the particular problem of the use of 

fluorine• 
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The DIRECTOR-OENEIUL pointed out that he had already had the advice of a 

consultative group in drawing up the general programme for dental health• Those 

present at the fifteenth session of the Executive Board would, perhaps, remember 

the discussion on the question. 

The time had now oome for consideration 

Present knowledge of the use of fluorine was 

and that was why he had thought it advisable 

question rather than a study group
0 

of more limited aspects of the problem, 

such as to justify formal re commendati on s 
鵠 

to conven© an expert ooramittee on the 

Dr Vargas-Méndez had also asked whether there would be co-ordination between 

the activities of the expert committee and the study group• The answer was that 

at any meeting of experts all relevant material from previous meetings was always 

made available. 

In reply to a question from Professor Pesonen, he added that the results of 

any relevant studies made by other organizations would also be available, 

Dr BOIDE said he had been struck by the fact that every year the same questions 

were asked about the relationship of expert committees to study groups and every ‘ 

year the Director-General ga-7e the same answer• He wondered whether some statement 

could not be Issued which would make a periodic repetition of thé discussion 

unnecessary• 

The EŒRECTOR-GENERAL said he hoped that all the information necessary would 

emerge from the document that he had had prepared for the seventeenth session of 

the Executive Board, and from the discussion of that document by the Board, 
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Dr BOIDE wished to know the exact terms of reference of the proposed Expert 

Committee on Poliomyelitis. In particular, he wished to know what co-ordination 

there would be between the work of the expert committee and that of the study-

group which had met some months before• 

Dr SUTTER sâid that the main terms of reference of the Expert Committee 

were indicated in the narrative on page 斗5 of Official Records No» 66. The main 

topic would be vaccination! the preparation of vaccines, safety tests, and, in 

particular, the place of vaooination in public health programmes• There were 

differences of opinion on that last point, and public health administrations were 

anxious to obtain authoritative information. The news of the discovery of 

poliomyelitis vaccine had reached the general public at the same time as the 

medical profession and had aroused a general demand for vaccination. It was, 

therefore, important for public health administrations to have guidance on whether 

a programme of vaccination would be useful, or whether it would be a waste of 

money and staff better used for attacking other health problems. 

As Dr Boidé had indicated, a Study Group on Poliomyelitis Vaccination had 

met in November. It had reviewed the experience of countries where vaccine had 

been produced and tested. Its report had been distributed in mimeographed form 

to all governments, as it was felt that present information would soon be out of 

date. The report was also to be published in the Technical Report Series, 

The work of the study group and of the proposed expert committee must, of 

course, be considered as part of a general plan. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL added that a document on WHO'S programme in poliomyelitis 

was being prepared and would be distributed shortly. 
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Dr BERNARD noted on page 45 of Official Records No, 66 provision for an Expert 

Committee on Public Health Administration to analyse the material collected in local 

health studies. He wondered whether Dr Sutter could explain in further detail what 

was the material referred to. 

On page 斗9 he noted provision for a technical conference on insect resistance, 

and also for an expert committee which was also to be concerned mainly with the 

problem of insect resistance to insecticides. He would be interested in a fuller-

explanation of why it was necessary -to convene both meetings in the same year. 

Presumably^ the same experts would be present at both. Was it planned that the 

expert committee should meet after the conference in the same place to formulate 

recommendations regarding the work of WHO? 

Dr Sl/ETER asked to be permitted to provide later the details concerning dates 

and places involved in the local health studies, since he did not recall them off-hand. 

With regard to the question of the necessity for convening both the expert . 

committee on insecticides and the technical conference on resistance, it would be 

noted that provision for work on the problem of insect resistance to insecticides 

occurred in many parts of the budget. A survey carried out by the Organization 

indicated that not enough research was being conducted on the fundamental problem of 

the development of resistance^ and that unless the problem was solved before 

resistance developed in all insects, the enormous benefits achieved in recent years 

by the use of residual insecticides would largely vanish. The Organization was, 

therefore, stimulating and co-ordinating a collaborative programme of research on 

insect resistance. The technical conference would be attended by the directors of 
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the major laboratories participating in the scheme. The expert committee on the other 

hand would be requested to make recommendations on techniques and insecticides to be 

used in insect control programmes. The expert committee session would follow the 

technical conference. 

Dr BERNARD aslced what was the exact purpose of the proposed meeting of the 

Expert Committee on Environmental Sanitation. 

Dr SUTTER drew attention to the narrative on page 49 of Official Records No. 66. 

Members of the Committee were probably aware that at each of its sessions the Expert 

Committee on Environmental Sanitation had dealt with one aspect of its subject. The 

purpose of the meeting proposed for 1957 was to formulate recommendations on 

atmospheric pollution that would enable countries at present beginning the process 

of industrialization to avoid the mistakes made by countries already industrialized. 

Dr ANWAR noted that provision was made for an Expert Committee on the Professional 

and Technical Education of Medical and Auxiliary Personnel to discuss organizational 

and administrative questions of medical schools. He wondered whether the functions 

of that expert committee ought not to be divided between two bodies. In his own 

country at least the responsible authority concerned with medical education was not 

the same as the authority concerned with the training of auxiliary or paramedical 

personnel. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that Dr Anwar
1

s problem was only one of 

terminology» The title of the expert committee implied that it was concerned with 

the education of both medical and auxiliary personnel, but for any particular 
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meeting, members were drawn from the panel which was large enough to furnish experts 

competent on whatever specific aspect was being studied. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that there were no further observations on provisions 

for expert committees and conferences^ 

Administrative Services 

The Committee proceeded to deal with Administrative Services (Official Records 

No, 66j pages 6^-76). 

The CHAIRMAN noted that the differences in budgetary provision for Administrative 

Services in 1957 as compared with 1956 were shown on pages 19 and 20 of Annex I to 

document EBX7/AP/VP/7. He noted that certain increases were shown for personnel under 

"Offices of the Director-General" and invited the representative of the Dire с tor-Genera1 

to comment on them. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

said that the increases in personnel costs were all the result of normal salary 

increments； it would be noted that no new posts were proposed. 

The CHAIRMAN asked what in that case was meant by "statutory staff costs", in 

which he noted an increase of $10,928. 

Mr SIEGEL recalled the explanation that he had given at a previous meeting in 

another connexion: that "statutory staff costs
11

 referred to such mandatory items 

under the Staff Rules as contributions to the Pension Pund^ home leave travel, 

education grants, etc. 
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The CHAIRMAN asked for détails of the increase QT$6l,950 shown under "other costs". 

Mr SEIGEL said that the increase was mainly for visual media in public 

information. Provision of $60,000 was made for the production of a film on the 

occasion of the tenth year of the work of WHO厂 in 1958- Preliminary work on the 

production would have to begin in 195。 but the actual cost of the film would be a 

chai®©' on the budget for 1957 • 

The CHAIRMAN said he believed that a commercial firm had already put out an 

excellent film mainly concerned with the work of WHO. Would that not be enough? 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he did not know to what film the Chairman was 

referring. An offer to produce a film had been made the previous year by a chemical 

corporation, but it had not been accepted by the Executive Board. There were many 

private firms willing to produce films on the work of WHO, but not on conditions 

laid down by the Board. 

Dr AWWAR believed that the Director-General
1

 s explanation was correct. The 

necessity to make budgetary provision for the production of the film was the 

consequence of the Executive Board
1

 s refusal to accept the offer of a commercial 

film made to it. 

Mr CALDERWOOD felt that, in view of the Chairman's statement that a film mainly 

concerned with the work of WHO already existed, the Committee might wish for further 

information on whether the budgetary provision was really necessary. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that he now realized that the film to which he had referred 

would not be suitable for the purposes of WHO under the policy laid down by the 

Executive Board, which did not permit even a single line mentioning the name of the 

firm, 

Dr AL-WAHBI recalled the discussion that had taken place at the fifteenth 

session of the Board and in its Committee on Gifts and Bequests. He recalled that 

the Board had not rejected unconditionally the offer of the chemical corporation, 

but had decided to accept it if the name of the firm did not appear in the film. 

He could not recall that any other such offer had been discussed. 

The tenth anniversary of the inception of WHO was an important occasion, and 

in view of the need to make the Organization^ work better known throughout the 

world, and the effectiveness of films for that type of propaganda, he felt that the 

provision of $60,000 was not unduly high. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that Dr Al-Wahbi had correctly recalled the decision 

of the Executive Boards it had been decided that the offer would be acceptable if 

the name of the firm did not appear. He had tried to obtain some funds on those 

conditions, but of course it was not easy. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the discussion would be continued at the next meeting. 

In particular, he thought that the Committee would wish to know in what languages the 

film was to be produced. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon 


